I discuss the first semileptonic B s decay measurements performed at LHCb, and the prospects for precise studies of B s semileptonic decay properties. The analyses covered here are based on data collected with the LHCb detector in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. In particular the semileptonic decays B 
Introduction
Semileptonic decays of B mesons constitute a very important class of decays for determination of the elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and for understanding the origin of CP violation in the Standard Model (SM). The light B 0 and B + meson decays have been precisely measured by experiment and well studied in theories. The experimental information on the production and decay of the B s and the Λ b hadrons, however, is relatively limited. The interest in the physics of the B s has intensified in recent years, particularly concerning studies of the dilepton production asymmetry in bb production. 0 mesons include identifying K and π candidates using the RICH. We require that the p T of the K's and π be >300 MeV, and that their scalar sum be >2100 MeV (D + s ) or >1400 MeV (D 0 ). Since charm mesons travel before decaying, the K and π tracks are required to not point to the primary vertex. The K and π candidate tracks must also be consistent with the charm decay vertex. The charm candidate's decay vertex must be detached from the interaction point. B Fig. 1 for 2 < η < 6. We perform unbinned extended maximum likelihood fits to the 2-D distributions in K + K − π + invariant mass and ln(IP/mm). The prompt IP shape is determined from directly produced charm [2] , and MC is used for the Dfb shape. The fit separates contributions from Dfb, prompt, and false combinations. Background components for 
− ν is subtracted [6] , reducing the D 
where the systematic uncertainties are mainly from the detection efficiency (5%), and the number of B 0 s SL decays (6.6%). There is an additional systematic uncertainty of 8% on the D * + s2 yield from the fit. The B for the relative rate of D + s1 decay is consistent with but smaller than D0 [5] . These values were predicted in the ISGW2 model as 3.2% and 5.7%, for D * + s2 and D + s1 , respectively, in good agreement with our observations [7] .
Prospects
The measurement of the exclusive decay modes of B s → D s + ν and B s → D * s + ν have not previously been detected separately. Information can be determined on the contribution from D s and D * s and excited cs states to the B → D s µνX final state by reconstructing the rest frame observables. In LHCb these can be accessed by determining the B flight direction vector from the separation of the primary (IP) and secondary (DfB + µ) vertices, and solving for the neutrino momentum with a two-fold ambiguity. The kinematic resolution of e.g. q 2 is similar to that observed in the B−factories, and with sufficient phase space for reliable comparison to theory. The corresponding resolution in the D s mode is shown in Fig. 3 . Preliminary results indicate promise for measuring Bs, and form factor information in both B s and Λ b decays, with the potential to study Cabibbo suppressed modes. The ultimate goals will be measurements of the CKM matrix element |V ub | in exclusive B s decays, and the dilepton asymmetry in B s decays. Input from lattice is still required for high precision interpretation of B s decays, for both, Cabibbo favoured and suppressed modes.
Conclusions
LHCb has exploited semileptonic B decays to measure the b cross section at the LHC, and perform a preliminary measurement of the b-quark hadronisation fractions. LHCb has demonstrated unprecedented sensitivity to exclusive B s SL modes, and plans for improved precision studies of the full SL decay width using neutrino reconstruction, as well as analogous studies in the Λ b modes. The first observation has been made of the SL decay B + Xµ − ν SL decays ratio has also been measured improving upon previous levels of precision.
